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Japanese to English Interpreting by Left-to-Right Predication

in Consecutive and Simultaneous Interpreting

Hiro U8=>N6B6
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�2.1o=� I’d like to share my thoughts on the

characteristics of the Japanese language and how

aware one should be of these when communicat-

ing between Japanese and English, and the idio-

syncrasies of the Japanese language and how to

deal with them.

�2.1?>� Japanese, in terms of the character-

istics of the Japanese language, how aware people

are of this when communicating between English

and Japanese, the peculiarities of the Japanese and

how it should be treated are all things I would like

to talk about today.

�2.1�g� o=�GDE�
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�2.2o=� The Japanese language is rooted, in

a complex yet subtle way, in Japan’s climate,

cultural background and the delicate sentiment of

the Japanese people. Translating or interpreting

the message of something in Japanese without

regard for the language’s diverse quality results in

misinterpretation. There are many examples of

how a message can di#er subtly depending on the
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Japanese expression used. I’d like to focus on theI’d like to focus on the

following three factors: what type of expressionsfollowing three factors: what type of expressions

have subtle semantic content, why that is, andhave subtle semantic content, why that is, and

how to go about translating them.how to go about translating them.

�2.2��� The Japanese language includesincludes its

social climate, its cultural backgrounds and the

subtle feelings of the Japanese people. Its roots

are subtle and complex and having an awareness

of the peculiarities of the Japanese language is

importantimportant. It’s essentialessential when translating or inter-

preting the content of the message, otherwise

misunderstandings arise. Japanese expressions

can alter subtly the meaning conveyed and this is

not an infrequent thing. From here on in I’d likeI’d like

to talk aboutto talk about which expressions carry these subtle

meanings and the reasons for this and how best

translate them. Therefore I will be focusing on

these three points here today.
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�3.1�	� Let’s look at a sentence from a

piece of literature that illustrates a subject becom-

ing obscured. ¥VW�X�YZ[\5]^"_
`V
,Qa¦§ This is the famous opening sen-

tence of Yasunari Kawabata’s masterpiece, Snow

Country. What is the subject that has come out of

the tunnel ? It appears that what or who has come

out of the tunnel is the story’s main character, but

also the train. Common sense dictates that what

came out of the tunnel was “the train carrying the

main character.” That is, something that tran-

scends both object and subject, both the main

character and the train, came out of the tunnel.

The main character then becomes aware that the

Snow Country is unfolding before his eyes. Let’s

say that this is the moment in which the main

character and his surroundings become one. The

character captures, with his eyes and heart, the

surrounding circumstances, and from that point

treats them subjectively. This is a self-centred

mind-set as he interprets the events happening

around him from his perspective.

�3.1��� Let me show you an example of the

sentence to describe the latency of the subject in

Japanese literature. There is a sentence that

reads: ¥VW�X�YZ[\5]^"_`V
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����� This is the opening sentence of Kawa-

bata Yasunari’s masterpiece, ‘Snow Country.’ So

what is the subject that has come out of the

tunnel ? It could be a protagonist or the train. If

you use commonsense, it is the train, which car-

ries the protagonist. So something that tran-

scends both the subject and the object came out of

the tunnel and then the protagonist became aware

that the snow country had come into view. So this

is the moment when the protagonist became one

with the surroundings. The surroundings are

taken into the protagonist and he sees it in a

subjective way. The surroundings are seen and

taken from the protagonist’s perspective. In this

way of thinking we don’t need to know who the

protagonist is.

�3.1�	
 ������������
������

3.2 ���� !"#$�%&'(�)*�
+",-.%,/��,�0�1�  !23
45,-67869:;<=>?@>,AB
CDEF<GHIJK;L Edward Seidensticker

(p. 3) -��M�NO����PQ�
“The trainThe train came out of the long tunnel into the

snow country.”

R�+2� !2NSO���TP�0��
UVWVW-X�Y<Z8���[\]N^���_

�3.2��
 Can this way of grasping ideas that

is unique to the Japanese language be expressed in

English ? Edward Seidensticker, a prominent

author who ranks alongside Donald Keene in

terms of Japanese literature studies, translates the

sentence as follows. “The trainThe train came out of the

long tunnel into the snow country.” Let’s trans-

late this English sentence back into Japanese: `VV

WW-X�Y<Z8���[\]N^����

�3.2��
 So how can we express this

uniquely Japanese interpretation of the situation

in English ? In Japanese literature studies there is

an eminent scholar, Donald Keene, but there is

also Edward Seidensticker who translated the

opening sentence of ‘Snow Country’: “The trainThe train

came out of the long tunnel into the snow coun-

try.” Let me translate this English back into

Japanese: `VWVW-X�Y<Z8���[\]N
^����

�3.2�	
 ��,- `67869:;<� �
+�abYcJY�deQe�2f1[gh�
�P����� ������Nij��k�

3.3 lmn"Co�O�,p���qr�s
� !2345t,���=uv U\]_�R
�wBCxy2�+�N-z{|R}��M�
N~��[hPQ�������2-�}1 20

����2,Q� �hN11�[}v �2?
O�2��N�/C}h������,Q�

�3.3��
 Despite being a Japanese literature

researcher who rose to pre-eminence for his

translation of The Tale of Genji, among other

works, we can see that he was considerably chal-

lenged in translating this famous opening sentence

of Snow Country. Yasunari Kawabata’s original

sentence is a mere 20 characters long. Even so,

there are two major deviations from the original

in the translation.

�3.3��
 Seidensticker is famous for his out-

standing translation of the Tale of Gerji’, however

even he had problems translating Snow Country’s

famous opening sentence. Kawabata’s original
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sentence is only 20 characters. It is very short.

Even so there are two major discrepancies be-

tween the original and English translation.

3.4 ������ �	
�� ��� ����
������������������ ���
� ��� !"#$%� ���&'(����
��)� �*+,� � �-.� ��/0�(1�
234�567(89)*:";���<��
=�=��>?@ABCDE���� FG=�
HI���JKLM7(NO"PQ4�� RS
�T;"UVNOW)XY����Z��<
��[��)� \����]�^�UV��]_
(��`a ���b;��c� 4d4� 
ef
g�hi�� ������"jk)�����
l�<�Z�����4m�d� 
efg�4
�f,�In����odpqr1st���
��uvw�xy<��

z3.4{|} The first reason is that the word

train has been added in the translation. His

perception is that it was the train that came out of

the tunnel. Thus, the character and his surround-

ings do not interact, and the focus is placed on a

completely objective portrayal. In communica-

tion between people, disregarding this self-centred

mind-set that the Japanese embrace so well, and

shifting the perspective to that of the English way

of thinking can be forgiven. Basically, it comes

down to the old retort of “It’s not said that way inIt’s not said that way in

EnglishEnglish.” But how forgiving would we be of the

same practice in literary works ? There is a high

risk of significantly deviating from the author’s

purpose for the work.

z3.4~�} First of all, the words ‘the train’ has

been added to the sentence in the translation.

This means the train came out of the tunnel. So

there is no interaction between the protagonist

and his surroundings but it is an extremely objec-

tive depiction that it is focused on. In the Japa-

nese way of communication the self-centered ap-

proach is often focused on, however it is allowed

to change the perspective and create a more natu-

ral translation. This is the approach taken byby

saying this should be expressed di#erently in En-saying this should be expressed di#erently in En-

glishglish, but when it comes to translating the litera-

ture, how much freedom should a translator be

allowed ? There is a risk the translator may

deviate significantly from what the author of the

literary work intended.

z3.4��} {|��� ��C���y)� �
��W���d$��� z���} �� ~��
����W������� z���}���x�
)�1�����d$���4(��

3.5 ������������������C
�	)� ���� ���]��	�����(
��������� f,�¡¢£¤� ����
���]�" ��� !� ���]��¥);
�%��� ��]�)¦d§����o�x¨
%�©Yp�<�� �^� �	,������
����C� ��� ���]�"��4� ��
�� ���]�"-4<4%�

z3.5{|} AnotherdistortioninSeidensticker’s

translation is that the word ª��« does not

appear. It can be assumed that Kawabata, the

original author, placed ª��« in front of ª�� 
!« because it has some meaning. Seidensticker,

however, added train and omitted ª��« in his

translation.

z3.5~�} Secondly, Siedensticker’s transla-

tion doesn’t include the ‘border.’ The author,

|�	�~®�	)�$�¯°y�	� zFU} z±²}
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Kawabata, put the word ‘border’ before ‘tunnel’

because he had a certain kind of intention. On the

other hand the translator, Siedensticker, added

the word ‘train’ and omitted the ‘border.’

3.6 �������	
��������
��������������� �����
� !"#$�%&  !"#'(�)�(
*�+,�-.�(�& /01!2345
67���� !"#89�:�+,�-.
�(�;����

<3.6=>? This kind of distortion derives from

a di#erence in the perspective. Kawabata’s per-

spective is the circumstances that unfold from the

time before the tunnel is entered, from the time

the tunnel is headed for. Seidensticker’s perspec-

tive is the circumstances that unfold after leaving

the tunnel.

<3.6@A? So the discrepancy occurred due to

the di#erence in perspectives. Kawabata focuses

on the situation before the protagonist entered the

tunnel. On the other hand, Siedensticker focuses

on the situation after the train came out of the

tunnel.

3.7 BCDE “The trainThe train came out of the long

tunnel into the snow country.”

F CE GHIHI�J� !"#89�*�*K
L$M��N

 !"#89�:O���O�& P��+,
�-.	QRS�& TUVM;�M� !"#
�WXYZ�[�\]S��^_� `abc
d8efg�/01!234567� GLhN
���iD�jk8Ylbm�g�����
�*����

<3.7=>? The perspective focussing on cir-

cumstances after having left the tunnel empha-

sises the new circumstances that are unfolding

and does not address the significance of the tunnel

that has disappeared. We can assume that in

respecting an objective portrayal, Seidensticker

intentionally ignored the word nLho in the orig-

inal text.

<3.7@A? From the view focusing on the situ-

ation after the train came out of the tunnel the

new situation is emphasized and the significance

of the tunnel was left out. Siedensticker valued

the objective perspective, therefore intentionally

ignoring the word ‘border’ used in the original.

3.8 iDE GLhLh�J� !"#8pq���K
LOrM���N
 !"#'(����& st�+,8uv
w�x& yg;z�{|}~_���O
�� y���(*�& %���J� !"#
8hg;& +,���g��t& KL	r�
��������8��g��� yg; !"
#��� �Lh� 8pq��& ��g���}
y��KL	��;�����+,���
8��g��qO��  !"#�K����t
�K��t�h8��g& y�8 GLhN ��
����O�g��qO�� g�	M;& GL
hN �����WXYZ���;������
��g���

<3.8=>? The perspective beginning from the

time the tunnel is headed for includes the charac-

ter capturing his surrounding circumstances.

From this perspective, the long, approaching

tunnel is a border beyond which he anticipates a

vastly di#erent world, the Snow Country. Thus in

coming out of the tunnel and traversing this
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border, he appreciates the change in circum-

stances as he encounters the snow country as

anticipated. The tunnel symbolises the border

between a world with snow and a world without,

and is expressed through the use of the word ��
��� Thus, we can reason that the word ����
has great significance.

�3.8�	
 Focusing on the entering of the

tunnel reflects the protagonist’s interpretation of

his surroundings. From his perspective the long

tunnel will lead to the completely di#erent world,

the ‘snow country,’ so when he crosses the border,

which is a tunnel, as he expected there is the ‘snow

country.’ The tunnel represents a border between

the worlds with and without the snow. The

author uses the word ‘border’ to describe the

tunnel; therefore the word ‘border’ has an ex-

tremely significant meaning.

�3.8��
 �� �	���� ������
������ ���� !"�#���$%&
�'(�)$*����+,

3.9 - )".�� /0123�45$6
789:;<= >?@�ABCDEF, G�
8 HIJ+��K  H�K � HL�CMNOOK  
HOK PD�QR+-�CF,G -��S�
�8� -�?@ T UCVWX���DE
YZ",

�3.9�
 This theory founded on the logical

series of events can also be substantiated by look-

ing at Japanese grammar. This involves the roles

of the ��� in �IJ+��� and the �O� in �L�
CMNOO�� Let’s look at these as we go.

�3.9�	
 As I said the protagonist’s expecta-

tion, based upon a logical series of events, is also

reflected in Japanese grammar. This is shown in

the Japanese version by ��� which is the contin-

ual form of the verb to “come out” and �O�� the

past tense of the verb used after the words ‘snow

country.’ I would like to talk about this later on.

4. ����� ��	 
��

“HaveHave you eateneaten pu#er fish since you came to

Shimonoseki ?”

- [<\9:;��Y�]EYZ"^ H_
Q�`�?@ab\cdO-��M�EFcdO-��M�EF?,K
- �8eY$M�Efg, [;C8� hiY
OWj�8ND�Y��.��D8� klm 
‘ate’ C.$�� ‘have’  M��klno ‘eaten’

\SJEF, 9:;C8� W pqr�s	t
�MN�� u� HvwYOK ��"*xCyn
. CF, eY$8� )"�.�EF,

�4.1�
 This translation is incorrect. In

English, when the exact point in time of the

experience is vague, we don’t use the past tense,

“ate,” but “have” and the past participle “eaten.”

In Japanese, there is versatility in how time is

perceived, making the use of �zYO� su$cient.

The correct translation is as follows.

�4.1�	
 This translation is not correct. In

the English when the time of the experience is not

clear, rather than the past tense ‘ate,’ the past

participle ‘eaten’ is used after ‘have.’ In Japanese

time is treated as flexible.

4.2 H_Q�`�ab\cdEYOO?,K
9:;C8� HvwYOK  HOK 8� {| 
W?@}TWEC�hiYO-�\~YEF,
_Q�`OWj?@}TWEC ��8 HzO
-��M�EFK C8.$� HOK C*FRJC

��	���W	���J+��� �� �9[
 ���
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�� �����	
����
������
�����
�� ���
�� !"#$
%&
'�(��)(*+,� -.
/012345
(6�/0"*�789*��

:4.2;<= In Japanese, the >�? in >�9�?
indicates experiences between a determined point

in time and the time at which the comment is

made. Action between the time of arrival in

Shimonoseki and the time at which the comment

is made is expressed not as >@�5A )(*
�?� but ���B Because, in Japanese, the passing

of time is specified from one’s own perspective,

the scope of >�? is not limited only to past

experience. It extends to both present and poten-

tial future conditions.

:4.2CD= >@9�? refers to experiences be-

tween a particular time and a moment of address.

Actions occurring between arriving in Shimono-

seki and the moment of address are not expressed

with >5A )(*�? but with >�?B In Japa-

nese shifts in time are determined from your own

perspective, therefore, >�? does not only refer to

past experiences, it also refers to current and

future situations.

4.3 �)E� 5,FG
 HI�I����
JKLMNO
POQ(RS�TU9� V
W�XYI�Z��I*�� -.
/0�)�
"G��[�\� �5,FG
 HI�I����
�F]�� �HI�I��� A7E�
�� ^U
���_`"a�*�
	bc(d(� e�
"f�SF�E��AI6�"gh �E��
���� -.
/0f�� ��#$"i�
+�5Aj� ��� ��� 5
#$	k
c
(d(
ghl���m
n6"j9��I
I
�9o6�� 55�G� l��� ��� "

pq��r�"_`stuq��v*9o
6w

:4.3;<= The person here has forgotten tohas forgotten to

removeremove the dry-cleaning tag before going outgoing out and

is in a flusteris in a fluster when they realise some time later.

Despite it happeninghappening now, in the present, >5,F
G
 HI�I�� ? is usedis used instead of >HI�
I�� ? because the person’s thoughts have

jumped to reflectingjumped to reflecting on the time span between

leaving the house and the present moment, and

they are concerned about other people havinghaving

seenseen it. This >�? reflects lookinglooking at present

circumstances and movingmoving one’s perspective to

includeinclude the past. How should this awareness of

looking backlooking back in time be expressedbe expressed in English ?

Let’s try using the present perfect tense in English

to expressexpress this >�?w “God, don’t tell me that this

damn thing has beenhas been here all that time !”

:4.3CD= The imagined person goes out and

forgets to remove this dry cleaning tag from their

clothes and suddenly realizes what they have

done. Despite the situation being current they do

not state: >xI�I�? but >xI�I�?� be-

cause looking back at the time since they left the

house, the focus is that someone may have seen

the tag. Looking at the current situation, >�?
shows that the perspective has been shifted to the

past. How can we express the shifting focus to

looking back at the past ? Let’s try using the

present tense instead: “God, don’t tell me that this

damn thing has been here all that time !”

:4.3yz= ;<� CDAG{|}~(
�U
AFE�I�� �"� ;<��� ��r
��
�� � ��L�
����
�S"�E�I
�� �L����NO
�� �S�I�5A
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4.4 	
�� ���������
��������������� � ! 
"�#� $ % &'�()*+,���
�� -��./ 	
�� ��������� 01
����
2 3456789 :;�
��<==>
?@� 	��� �5AB�� 	��� CD���
��� 	���  	�� 5� EF 
�GH=?
IJKALMNOP�QR��2C�����
��� ST�-'�'EU VW�X���Y
���5� Z 1�[ 2 T &'����
�\'� 1 “Look, there’s a koala !” 2 “Hey look!

Found a koala !”

67 89�]^�A�?<� _H�EF�
`?aA�?� 89�:;��� -b�5�
	�� �c'C�'2C���
	de�  fgh�<� ijAkl 	�� C
�'Dm�c>b����n 	eo p��X
qr�st�Cde�
����� 	de�
�
��  	�� 5� 7u�v�p��Xqr�s
t�C2w�de�
�xw'C�'� IJK
ALM�QR��2C�������� _H�
�Xqr�st�]y�z��{�K�:;�
�|}~X����#�TC5�� �b��
lA��[�,����

�4.4�Z� Here we have a Japanese tourist in

Australia, looking intently into the tops of a euca-

lyptus tree in a forest. They suddenly shout

�
�� ��������
Despite this being an exclamation depicting the

current situation, ���� is used instead of ��
��� The ��� in ���� expresses a preceding

latent hope or expectation from some point in the

past. In order to express the nuance of that

thought process in English, the second of the

following translations is surely better than the

first: 1 “Look, there’s a koala !” 2 “Hey look !

Found a koala !” Despite facing present condi-

tions, the situation is portrayed by looking back

on the past, for which, ��� is used.

The same role of ��� is used in the opening

sentence of the Snow Country: �eo p��X
qr�st�Cde�
����� The ��� in �d
e�
��� represents the preceding latent ex-

pectation that the Snow Country is beyond the

long, approaching tunnel. We can see a signifi-

cant gap in terms of the flow of awareness be-

tween the original and Seidensticker’s translation,

which is an objective portrayal focussed on cir-

cumstances immediately beyond leaving the

tunnel.

�4.4i�� Imagine someone is sightseeing in

Australia. They are looking carefully high up in

the eucalyptus trees, then suddenly they cry:

�
�� �������� This sentence, despite

describing a current situation does not use ����
and uses ���� instead. The ��� in ����
shows that there was a proceeding sense of antic-

ipation and expectation from a point in the past.

To express this in English, the second of the

following translations is better than the first: 1

“Look, there’s a koala !” 2 “Hey look ! Found a

koala !.” Despite the situation being current we

describe it by shifting our perspectives to the past.

Therefore ��� is used. The opening sentence of

‘Snow Country’ uses ��� in the same way. The

��� in ���� shows that when he comes out of

the long tunnel ahead, it is an expression of the

preceding expression. Siedensticker translated it

objectively by shifting the perspective to the point

where the train left the tunnel and where we see

�Z�TCiG�T��t���[ T� ��S� ����
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our focus shifting.

4.5 �������	
���� ������
�����
����������� !"#�$%&� 
'()*�+,�-����./��� �01
�� �	#� � ��'� ��'230	4�.
56-7���� 89�+�-�:;0	4!
�� <-"0�� =>0	4� �	
�� �
����?@-7�(���AB/�/C'��
-�DE0��� ��'� ��' 2FB0)*
�,�-7�7� ����	#���')*�G
H)I�/7J"/7�(���./7��
�� 2FB0	4�KFB0	4�LM�"

7NO�(��')*!�� KFB0	4�
��� !./��� PQ!�� <'�'��0R
S�"6-"�0!� ��T�?��U�V
“Next time I go to China, I will buy a good

dictionary there.”

��W!� �0P1�� PQX��Q�YQ
��(Z�[�� \]Q�^/7+:
�:�
_#0`a� “go” � �	#� �b^/7/��
��V �������	#	#���������
����
�-�c�de(�f0g'�" ��V
�������	#h�� ��������
���V “I will buy a good dictionary for the next

time I head o# to China.” �������'� `
i�� ��!�"���'���" ���

j4.5kfl m�n is not limited only to past

frames of reference, but also represents potential

future situations. In this sentence, the two actions

of go and buy are expressed. Both are future

actions. Even so, the first action uses m�no The

speaker’s perspective lies in the second action of

buying, with the going to China expressed as an

established fact. When the second action is de-

pendent on the first preceding it, the first action is

expressed using m�no In English, this type of

shift in perspective is not made, so the past tense

cannot be used.

By the way, when English and Chinese native

speakers translate this sentence into Japanese, the

majority literally translate m	#n as go. If we

change this just slightly, we get p������	
#h�� ���������oqV “I will buy a

good dictionary for the next time I head o# to

China.” It changes the location of the dictionary

buying to somewhere outside of China.

j4.5rsl The next sentence reads: p����
��	#h�����������oq This m�n
is not just used to express the past, it can also

express things that might happen. This sentence

includes two actions m	#n and m�'n� both

future actions. Despite being a future action

m	
�n uses m�no The speaker’s perspective

for second action m�'n shows that the speaker is

sure that they will go to China, while the second

action depends on the first. In this case the first

action is expressed with m�no In English such

shifts in perspective are not used so the past tense

is not used.

My translation for this sentence is, “Next time

I go to China, I will buy a good dictionary there.”

If you ask a native English or Chinese speaker to

translate this English sentence into Japanese, most

will literally translate ‘go’ as m	#no Then it

becomes: p������	#��� ����
�����oq If I put this another way, it be-

comes: p������	#h�� ������
���oq In English: “I will buy a good dictio-

nary for next time I head o# to China.” So there

Journal of Global Media Studies Vol. 1
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is a disparity in the meanings of the two sentences.

Therefore the place where the dictionary is

bought is not China.

5. ����� ��	
 ��
 ��	
 �
 ���

5.1 ��������	
�� ���� ���
���� �� �������	������ �
����� �!� "#$%#&'()�*+

,�#
�-���.��/01 2345
617�8� a 2�9�:!����;1�<�
=� >?�� b :���@���� c :���
@���� d :!�@����

A5.1B"C D��E� D�E� D��E and D�E are

expressions used to reflect hypothetical situations.

In translating the following four sentences which

incorporate these expressions into English, what is

it that we need to keep in mind ?: AFG a�dH
IC

A5.1JKC There are expressions in Japanese

that express conditions. These are namely D�
�E� D�E� D��E and D�EL These are four

Japanese expressions for articulating conditions.

When we put these following comments into En-

glish, what should we be aware of ? AFG a�dH
IC

5.2 a. 2�9�:!����;1�<�=� 
>?���M “If you run (in the race), I will buy

you a new pair of shoes on those grounds.”

&'�"#���NO�P�1�17�� Q
��RS(#TUV������ 7W#X#Y
�8Z�.#[\
]�3���^�]1�#
6� 2_�`a� b<�=� >!cd �e�
f�%8g��� ;1�<�=� >!#��
8Z�.
]�hiZ���j�
� ���k
�%
l�`� ����

A5.2B"C Let’s imagine the following scene.

The town sports day is coming up. The seven year

old boy says that he doesn’t want to compete in

the running races. So his grandfather tries to

tempt him by saying he’ll buy him shoes. The

condition that the new shoes will only be bought if

he runs in the races is specified.

A5.2JKC Imagine the following situation for

this comment. Soon there is going to be a sports

festival in a local town and a seven-year-old boy

says that he does not want to compete in the

running race. His grandfather says “I’ll buy you

some new shoes then.” He is goading his grand-

son into competing in the race. This act of buying

him the shoes is limited by the sole condition of

‘only if he runs in the race.’

A5.2mnC b<�=� >!cd #op�� J
K�qr's�t�� uv#wNx�]1 �
!�y5z� �{|�#,]Q��3����
B"6�.#op�}|�#,]��� �
!�

5.3 b. :���@�����M “If you are going

to run [across the road], you’ll be taking a risk.”

&'�"#���NO�P�1�17�� Y
~��K�#�.?�6�� >� ��1
�� �K��:� �?��1 �!#8� �
��Q�� �?��1 �!#8� �8��
ga��#�Y����� b:!d ���1 �
:��@���� �����1��� :��
@��� # �� �� b:!d 8 b�3d 8� �
��j�
� �U��
��!����%��
 � �#�%6�! b:!d .�����!.
���1��� b:��d �����Q b@��
�d �����QJ_��#���6����
��

�"K,�JhK,
2Z!{|�#,] A�*C A(�C
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�5.3��� Let’s imagine the following scene.

A child has walked to the main road. We don’t

know if the child is planning to walk or run across

the road. Someone seeing the child assumes that

he/she will run and warns the child by saying ��
�	
���� The �	� in ���	
���
reflects the assumption of run between the two

choices of movement, walk and run. Both the ��
�	� and the �
��� have the same degree

of importance.

�5.3��� Imagine these words in the follow-

ing situation. There’s a boy who comes up to a

large street and he is uncertain whether to run

across the street or not. Then someone who sees

him assumes he will run across the road and

strongly cautions him that it’s dangerous if he

runs across. The conditional �	� in Japanese in

this sentence shows that there are two ways to

move, walking or running. The assumption is that

the boy will run. The information of ‘if you run’

holds as much importance as ‘it’s risky’ in this

situation.”

5.4 c. �������
���� “Watch out, run

quickly !”

���������� !"#"$�% &
'()�*�+,-#.�/0�123.0�
45#"�% 6"46�3.��4)�*�7
*89#"�% 6�:&�;�<(=./��
47�4�>&'�?@/AB4 �����

��� +CD#=% �����
��� �
���� � E���F ,+GB�H!"4I 6�
�/J��>K�LM>N�O.=% PQ/R
STUV�WX"#=% ,��Y�I E���F
��Z[�PQ��.I6�UV� E
��F
+��\]/^_`(aK�#=%

�5.4��� Let’s imagine the following scene.

A child has hurried to the main road and started

to cross at the same pace. Someone seeing the

situation shouts after the child �����
��
�� The ���� in �����
��� only spe-

cifies the �����I and refers to what comes

after that. It shows awareness of the situation and

assesses the result. In this case, the ����� is a

present event, and the importance is placed on its

result, the E
��F�

�5.4��� Imagine the following situation. A

child comes running up to a large street in a

hurry, he starts to cross the street running and

then someone who sees him, to the back of him he

yells “It’s dangerous to run.” This ����I the

conditional used here is defined by the fact that

the running has started. And then reading what

has already happened it assesses the outcome of

what will happen next. With this conditional the

past tense is used even with an event happening

right in front of someone and then the outcome is

“that’s dangerous,” on which the importance of

this sentence is placed. And this is what the

translation comes out as, “watch out, run quick-

ly.”

5.5 ,,.I b� �cd� �efg�hi/j
�4I klmnopqrst�uvw�xy(
J,/z>+{|"��."$�K%
klmnopqrst�}� “The trainThe train came

out of the long tunnel into the snow coun-

try.”

~}� ���������n��������cd/
���%�
��n������� � ���� ��n���
��z+/��=>PQ�WX"I xy( �c
d/���� /����4�>,+��"4�
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�� �����	
�����	����
��

�5.5��� So, returning to the opening sen-

tence of the Snow Country, what did Seiden-

sticker judge the perspective to be ? His transla-

tion: “The trainThe train came out of the long tunnel into

the snow country.” If we translate this English

sentence back into Japanese, ������ !"
#$%�&'()*+�,-

The .�&/ in . !"#$%�&/ assesses

the situation unfolding after the tunnel has been

left behind, making .'()*+�/ the focus of

perspective and deviating from the true meaning

of the original sentence.

�5.501� Now on this point, in respect to the

interpretation of the opening lines of Snow Coun-

try, Siedensticker seems to have judged where the

subject’s viewpoint lies. “The train came out of

the long tunnel into the snow country.” This is his

translation. If we put this back into Japanese: ��
���� !"#$%�&'()*+�,-
This is how it would be in Japanese. This use of

the past .�&/ assesses the direction of the situ-

ation after coming out of the tunnel. The view-

point is expressed as that of coming into the ‘snow

country.’ And with respect to the original Japa-

nese this shows a discrepancy.

5.6 d. 23�		45�6�78 ‘You realize that

when you run [across the road], you are taking a

risk, don’t you ?”

9:���6;5<=$>?@�@A;� B
CDE�F�GH�&%�I6;	@���
��JK�L1�$M&5INO5&5��G�
DE 23�	45�67 	� P�	Q�R�
$ST��� 23�	7 � 2	7 � 23�7 	�

;UVWX�YZ[5\]$^@��� �3�,
	 �45�, �YZ[_]`a$b@� \]�
cde$f���� gh[ij5�G� 9:k
l�Vm�kl�&n�opN�����

�5.6��� Let’s imagine the following scene.

A child is about to leave the house on errands for

his/her mother. On the way, the child must cross

the main road, so the mother warns the child by

saying .3�	45�6/- The .	/ in .3�	/
reflects the inevitable result of the preceding con-

dition .3�/- It indicates the causal relationship

between .3�/ and .45�/ and the predicta-

bility of the result. Being a logical statement, the

time at which the statement is made and the time

at which the action occurs are separated.

�5.601� Imagine the following situation. A

child is on an errand for his mother and is going

out of the house. While out he or she must cross

a large street, so the mother warns that running is

dangerous or .3�	45�6/- This .	/ con-

ditional in .3�	/ reflects an inevitable out-

come under this condition. Both these two words

of running and danger reflect the causal relation-

ship between them and also it entails the predic-

tion of the outcome. This is a very logical state-

ment so the time it is said is distanced from the

time when the action actually took place.

5.7 p�� 2'(7�qr�)s�\]�cde
$f; 2	7 F�N����� 2(t��� 
!"#$uI�	7 � 2	7 �'()*�v�
UVWX$b�wQ��� xyz��{�P
�|})~I&N�����

�5.7��� In the opening sentence of the Snow

Country, this .	/ that reflects the predictability

��1�	0k1�)�I������% ���� ����
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of the result is also used. The ’� ’ in �����
�	
������� works as an indication

of the preceding condition before entering the

Snow Country, pointing the subject’s awareness in

that direction.

�5.7��� The opening lines of the Snow

Country uses the conditional ��� which entails a

predictable outcome. So this ��� used in ���
���	
������� is before entering

‘snow country’ and the subjects awareness is di-

rected towards this.

5.8 ������	
������� � ���
��� �������� � ��� � !"#$
%&'()*+,- ./0
123456�7
8#9:"#;<=>?@AB�CD8�*�
EF�GH�?I���,��#�+����
8JF�KLM��NO

�5.8PQ� Considering the grammatical func-

tions of the ��� in ������	
����
��� and the ��� in ��������- we can

recognise that an objective portrayal of the situa-

tion such as that of Seidensticker deviates from

the flow of awareness intended by the original

author.

�5.8��� Now I would like to continue with

������	
������� and ��� in

��������R When we reflect on them in

terms of their grammatical functions and what

kind of flow in consciousness the writer was trying

to express and we compare them with

Siedensticker’s objective descriptions it is quite

di#erent.

6. ����� ������	


6.1 SHT��UVW*+XTNO EY�
�Z[\�]#�^_C`ab�*+- DH
'Zc�78�`H- c�78#deN��
&-f'�?-gh?c�ijT�k%#�&-
D8�8S��l�+(mnoT*�O pq
rs�C`?- tu�vewxytu�z{;
<�7�+|UE}Z[\�]#�C` ����
��'� ���� �l�+()*T*�O
~�����Z��#��*+�����
���� ���#�� pqrs- �����
�	
������������� � ���
�� �~�Z#���fH+�#��&()
*T*�O ��&'���deMZ���&
'�m���ab"#|�&'- tuZ	
�
���&8�u&'�;<�v&H+��S�
��*T*�O D� ¡�*+ ������
� ��� ¢7� �������� � ��� #c
�de !£&'¤¥*T*�O

�6.1PQ� In conclusion, I’d just like sum-

marise what I have said thus far. Focussing on

similar expressions with subtle di#erences in

meaning, I have shared my thoughts about how

they appear, the action they serve, and to what

extent their translation into English is possible.

The meaning of the example expressions I used

���� ��'� ���� di#er subtly in terms of their

frame of reference or a shift in their perspective.

As a pronounced example of the subject becom-

ing obscure, I used the famous opening sentence

from Yasunari Kawabata’s Snow Country. I con-

sidered why the subject of ����� in ¦����
�	
������������§ is not ex-

plicit. From the self-centred mind-set in which

the character treats the experience as his own, I
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established that the frame of reference begins

from the time the tunnel is headed for. On that

basis, I analysed the roles of ��� in ������
and the ��� in �	
���� from a grammat-

ical perspective.

�6.1��� In my conclusion I’d like to sum-

marize what I have said today. I talked about

similar expressions with slightly di#erent mean-

ings, how they are expressed and how they func-

tion. I also discussed how accurately we can

translate these expressions in English. Regarding

the expression that I talked about today I included

���� ���� and ��� which are expressions

that can create slightly di#erent meanings by

changing the speaker’s point of view or shifting

the perspective.

I used the first sentence of Kawabata

Yasunari’s Snow Country as an excellent example

of latent subject, and I analyzed the subject of the

verb ������ something which is not made

clear in the sentence. I pointed out that from the

self-centered perspective the author’s focus was

put upon the situation before the protagonist en-

tered the tunnel. So I analyzed the Japanese

functions of ��� in ������ and ��� in �	

�����

�6.1��� ����� ���� !��"#
$%&'()*+#,-�'%./0���1
232456789:-���;�9� <=
>?�@AB�2B9C�D�E

6.2 F�� ;�GH/IJKL&(MN%�
O �PQRFR�E O ��� “the train” �
12>9STUDSTUD� VW�X� Y
Z[ 9\]\]
UD^1�UD^1�;�B�� _`9aLb+/!�c

�de�fg#hBDfg#hBD^� ijk4lm9n_n_
UD^1�UD^1�;�/opRFR�E
q�rs>tu#vw4xyXzk4{|�
_`/� }�32#~
>�����%��L
4��#O #�T����B�12;�#�
�4�z/�1^1F�9� sr��D#01
^��#�������/1���FR�;�
#�1��/��^��F�E

�6.2��� I also compared this interpretation

to Seidensticker’s translation. I pointed out that

the additionaddition of “the train” and the omissionomission of �

Z� in the translation showed a shifta shift in perspec-

tive to the situation after leaving the tunnel, and

that emphasisemphasis was placed on an objective por-

trayal.

I have a great interest in how this famous

self-centred mind-set and perspective of Japanese

expressions can be incorporated into foreign lan-

guage communication and translation. I am

deeply grateful for the opportunity to speak to

you all on this topic here today.

�6.2��� Also I compared this interpretation

to Siedensticker’s translation. In this translation

the word ‘train’ was added and the word ‘border’

in the original was omitted. I showed that the

objective approach is used to portray the events

after entering the tunnel. As for the self-centered

approaches and the perspectives often used in the

Japanese I am interested in how they can be

transferred to the communications and transla-

tions in foreign languages. I’m very delighted to

have had this opportunity to speak to you all

about this today. Thank you very much.

�6.2��� ����� �W�X����tu

��� ���� #������� ! �r � �¡¢�
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�� ����� ���	
��� ����

������� �����������
���

� �

� !"��#�$��%�� &'"��
()"�*+�������,��-./
0123456�78�9:;� <�"�*
���� =>��?�@A
�	
BC�� D
�;E�������B78FG�>HI?
���C�� D�;E�JK�L�MN��B
�O���P���QRS��P��
<�"���� ;�HT� UB��V
C�WX� D��� anticipation, ,Q�� Y
Z[���\]^_`^
�� ���JKBa
EI?�� �������bc2def
�
;E�� "�$�gh�i�����j
k
�l2m5niopq[�rs��*R

	
BC��
e'tuv�MN���LwB��x� yz
Prs{�|H�� �}P~2^��m5n
JK��H����B��BH;� ("���
~5������������B���tu�
��;��� �����B���pP��;�
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